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Possible smoking ban sparks campus controversy
Officials say campus wide
smoking ban would be hard to
effectively implement
Sam Kettering
Staff Writer

King County's Tobacco Prevention
Program has met with members of the
Associated Students of Seattle University

(ASSU) to discuss the possibility of making
Seattle U a smoke free campus.
The Tobacco Prevention Program, run by
King County's Public Health department,
aims to prevent smoking among Washington's
youth. The program works with local businesses, the King County Board of Health,
schools and the public to reduce minors' access to tobacco and to help spread tobacco
education programs.

Currently, smoking is banned inside all
of Seattle U's facilities and residence halls.
In order to reduce the chances that students,
faculty and staff members will experience second hand smoke, smoking within 50 feet
of the entrance to any university facility is
also prohibited. Students, faculty and staff
may smoke at designated areas, such as the
southwest corner ofSullivan Hall.
ASSU has no immediate plans to make

Seattle U a smoke free campus, although it
will work to re-examine and better enforce
the university's current smoking policies.
"It would be hard to implement [a smoking ban] on a campus like this," said ASSU
president Kevin Eggers. "And if it ever was
going to be a smoke free campus,
Page
it would be a little while off in
the future because we would have
to implement a stage by stage
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The
Garden:
A blend
of art and
agriculture
Sponsored by the Arts
Leadership club, the
night featured a panel of
representatives from the
Seattle City
Council, Urban Garden
Share, Seattle Tilth,
Urban Land Army and
Seattle U Grounds.

The headline of the
night wasa screening of
"The Garden," an award
winning documentary
depicting the a 14 acre
urban garden in LA.
Page
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Water bottle ban complete,
contract not yet finalized
By Sept. 1, bottled water was no longer being sold on
campus. Contract re-negotiations are the next step.
Fernando Sioson
News Editor
The ban

the sale of single-use
bottles on campus is
official. But the contract re-negotiation between Aquafina, the Pepsi
Corporation and Seattle University
is far from over.
The university has yet to settle
with Pepsi on what the bottle
ban means from a business aspect. Though plastic water bottles
have all but disappeared from the
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Seattle U
emphasizes being
committed to
sustainability, and
this is just one
example of them
staying true to that
commitment.
-Buzz Hoffotd

stocks ofBon Appetit, the student
bookstore and the athletic department (for sale at games, athletic
events, etc.), the terms of Seattle
U's contract with Pepsi have not
yet changed, according to Ron
Smith, vice president of Finance
and Business affairs.
"Pepsi was very cooperative
and professional surrounding the
issue," Smith said. "We have agreed
to reduce the contract benefits a
fair amount. What that is, is to be
determined."
Page
Smith made no mention of obstacles in the
contract re-negotiation.
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Only some of the crepes at Crepan on
Madison Street are plastic. The rest are real and full of
strange Korean beef, hot dogs and hard boiled eggs.

A dedicated women 's locker room
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SEAC announces Fall Ball location |
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Fountains, reusables ease transition into ban
Cover

�

As far as the
university is
concerned, the ban
on single-use plastic

and safety checks. Bottled water
is only checked once, as it is put
in the containers; there is a greater
chance of drinking bad water out
of a bottle than a tap.
Price, involved throughout the
campaign since its beginning, emphasized educating the Seattle U
community was key in make the
ban a success.
"It's not about acquiring
knowledge, it's what you do with
it," Price said. "Bottling water is
like bottling air, itls the privatization of a common good," Price
added.

bottles is permanent.
"Pepsi needs to approach
Aquafina as their partners and
determine the loss in business due
to the action. They may be waiting a quarter to quantify," Smith
added.
The official decision to ban
plastic water bottles was made in
late May, just before the end of the
2009-2010 school year, though
the internal announcement was
made at Convocation at the beginning of this year.
Plastic water bottles continued
to be sold on campus through the
summer in order to drain university stock, according to Buzz
Hofford, Bon Appetit food service
director.

Bottling water is
like bottling air. It's

a privatization of a
common good.

Pepsi was very

Karen Price

Sustainability Coordinator

cooperative and
very professional

surrounding the issue.
Ron Smith
Finance and Business Affairs

Candace Shankel | The Spectator

"Bon Appetit has not fielded a
"Seattle U emphasizes being
to sustainability, and
this is just one example of them
staying true to that commitment,"
Hofford said. "Seattle U is really
walking the talk."
Bon Appetit has had its full
support behind the ban since the
campaign began as a project in
the religion and ecology course
of now-retired professor Gary

committed

Chamberlain, especially as water
bottle sales on campus continued
to

decline.

single complaint," Hofford said.
"We make it easier by selling the
reusable canteens in C-Street
and in the bookstore. People
understand."
Students may be confused with
several non-updated vending machines on campus that retain the
image of regular Aquafina drinking water. These machines will not

dispense Aquafina brand flavored
the ban includes both
of
drinking water. Soße
types
Lifewater and its equivalents continue to be sold on campus.
water, as

In support of the ban, Facilities

upgraded the 31

water

fountains

on campus with easy fill spouts
and built-in aqua chillers.
Members of the community
may question whether water fountain water is less or more healthy
than bottled water.
According to Karen Price,
campus sustainability coordinator, fountain water is more regulated than bottled water. Water
that comes from a reservoir and
eventually through the pipes of a
water fountain goes through several filtration barriers and health

Bon Appetit sells reusable
containers at all its locations, and
most food service venues on campus offer drinking water for free.
The student bookstore is selling
a discounted, steel 27-ounce water
bottle for $9.99 to make owning
a reusable bottle more affordable. Proceeds from each bottle
will go to the Seattle U chapter
of Engineers Without Borders
to buy and maintain water treatment systems in Haiti. According
to the university announcement,
each purchase helps four Haitians
drink clean water for 10 years.

Key
Players
Karen Price:
Met with students over
the years to help them
with the initiative.
Ron Smith:
Re-negotiating university's
Pepsi contract to finalize
bottle ban.
Buzz Hofford:
Led Bon Appetit phaseout of plastic water bottles
Student Lauren
Ressler:
Wrote a personal letter to
the president petitioning
for the ban.
Gary Chamberlain:
Former professor whose
students started Ban the
Bottle campaign.
Nick McCarvel ('08)

and Gretchenrae
Callanta ('08):
Began official Ban the
Bottle initiative and
educational campaign.
Alumna Cecilia Borges
Borges-Farfan:
Continued educational
campaign. (2008-2009)

Natural Leaders:
Gathered student petition
signatures in support
of ban. Continued
educational campaign.
(2009-2010)
Professor Jennifer

Sorenson:
Sponsored ban initiative

on the Academic
Assembly agenda.

Fernando may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com

Facilities:
Converted and upgraded
campus water fountains.

Kassi Rodgers contributed reporting to
this story.

Education abroad charges learning overseas
Working abroad continues to be a growing
trend and is not limited to humanitarian efforts. Each year, Seattle University graduates
use on campus resources and study abroad
experience to acquire jobs internationally in
all areas of study.
An overwhelming number of alumni
abroad first investigated international living through one of Seattle Us many study
abroad programs.
Kat Merrick is one such alum who turned
her interest in French culture into a professional course of action. After graduating this
spring with a double major in French and
creative writing, Merrick moved to France
to prepare for a career in teaching.
She currently teaches English to French
children ages six to nine. She plans to pursue a Masters degree and eventually a PhD
focused on French realism.
Merrick credits the French and Study
Abroad departments with helping her decide
to move to Europe.

before leaving."
After graduating in June with a Masters
in business administration, David Ma
began working as a product manager
in Shanghai.
While at the university, Ma had some
idea of what he wanted to achieve with his
degree but credits his professors and the
Albers School of Business with prompting
him to explore jobs overseas.

:

As a product manager, Ma acts as a liaison between vendors and suppliers. He
quickly learned Chinese business relations

;

"Being a part of the French department
(as a major) and continuing the degree after
returning from my study abroad experience
let me know about the opportunity to come
back here and teach," Merrick said.
Merrick went on to describe how her
French language professors at Seattle U
were integral in allowing to live and teach
in France.
"The French professors did an excellent
job of preparing me on how to get my visa
[...] the first time around, and it was extraordinarily helpful when getting ready to
come back [to France] for the position. They
also provided me with letters of recommendation and were able to give me some tips

The French professors did

an excellent job of
preparing me on how

to get my VISA.
Kat Merrick
Alumna

i

Ellie White
Staff Writer

.

present a stark contrast to

North American

business.
"In China, 'doing good business' means
making a lot of money at one time," Ma
said. "They don't care if they lose this customer or not because they already made
money on this customer."
Ma says this not the case with his experience with U.S. and Canadian businesses.

Ma believes his education abroad and
time in the business schools helped qualify
him for a job that would typically be hindered by a language barrier.
"Language and [idiomatic] barriers are
one of the difficulties, but [...] doing a good
business is always something we have to
work on."
Seattle University Education Abroad
offers programs in 45 countries as well as
the opportunity to receive credit through
a nonaffiliated program in the country of
one's choice.
Education Abroad is a key feature of
a Seattle U education that provides what
the department's annual report says is
an "appreciative insight into one other
culture; and a world view informed by
multicultural and global perspectives."
"If anyone wants to live abroad later I
would definitely recommend starting off
with a Seattle U study abroad program,"
Merrick said.
Ellie may be reached at
ewhite@su-spectator.com
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Campus wide ban could smoke out tobacco users

Sy

Bean | The Spectator

Freshman Lei Hayashi (above left) puts out a cigarette using his shoe while Joey Pabalinas (above) finishes
one outside the Xavier dorms in a designated smoking area.

It would be hard
to implement a

smoking ban on a
campus like this.
Kevin Eggers

ASSU
orocess."

•JWI«WVP

No statistics exist
that reveal how many
Seattle U students, faculty and staff members
smoke. In the event that the university ever decided to ban smoking
on campus, that information would
be essential.
"We don't know how many
students smoke on campus or how
Cover

�

many use smokeless tobacco prodthat sort of thing," Eggers said.
"We need to get our facts straight
first if it's going to be a feasible
ucts,

goal."
Any movement to implement a
campus wide smoking ban would
almost certainly be met with resistance from smokers belonging to
the Seattle U community.
"Smoking is a personal choice,"

said sophomore pre-major and
smoker Brian Yang. Still, Yang realizes that not everyone approves
of the personal choice to smoke.
He added, "I feel like smoking
is frowned upon by students in

adults between the ages of 18 and
24 currently smoke. The Tobacco
Prevention Program estimates that
about 17.8 percent of legal adults
in Washington smoke, a number
that differs from one published by
the CDC in 2008, which estimates
only about 15.7 percent of legal
adults in Washington smoke.

I feel like smoking
is frowned upon by

students in Washington
Brian Yang
Sophomore

Washington."
A study published by the
Center for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) in November
2009 estimates that 21.4 percent of

tobacco.
ASSU s current agenda is to eliminate the chance that non-smoking
students, faculty and staffmembers
will experience second hand smoke
while ensuring that students, faculty and staffmembers who choose
to smoke have the liberty to do so
on campus. ASSU would also like
to work to better educate the student body about Seattle Us official
smoking policies.
If Seattle U ever chose to become a smoke free campus then
ASSU would remain involved in the
process, but university departments
like die department ofPublic Safety
and department of transportation
would most likely take the lead.

Sam may be reached at
These numbers do not take
into account the use of smokeless
tobacco products such as chewing

skettering@su-spectator.com

SU Youth Initiative integral part of Albers plan, officials say
Albers' Strategic Plan lays the groundwork for the next three years
Youth and global programs will boost awareness and experience.
Sam Kettering
Staff Writer

Phillips, convened a team that included
faculty, staff members and students from
the school. Those asked to participate in the

The Albers School of Business &
Economics approved its 2010-2013 strategic plan at a faculty and staff meeting

process started to meet to define the Albers
2010-2013 strategic plan's initiatives.
"The basis of the committee, from my
understanding, was that we were going to
look at the mission and the vision and see
whether or not it still applied and whether
or not it had shifted from the last time,"
said Maria Klink, one of the undergraduate
student representatives.
One of the team's main goals was to
figure out how Albers School could best
prepare its graduates for today's business
world.
"Part of what we did was to go out
there and think about what's happening in our society," said Holly Slay, assistant professor of management. "We
started to think, what opportunities are
there? What do our students seem to want
to see?"
Local and global outreach also became
priorities for Albers.
One of the strategic plan's final initiatives focuses on how the Albers School can
participate in the Seattle University's Youth
Initiative, which aims to connect those at

Sept. 14.
Strategic plans are used to guide the
activities of a college or school for a set
number of years. The Albers School's last
strategic plan was completed and approved
in spring 2007.

Part of what we did was
go out there and think

about what's happening

in our society.
Holly Slay
Professor

Meetings to formulate the Albers 20102013 strategic plan began this past January.
The dean of the Albers School, Joseph

Seattle U with low-income youth living in
the Bailey Gatzert neighborhood.
"It's a university priority, and the business school needs to be a part of that,"
Phillips said.

Local and global outreach
have become priorities
for the business school.
Another initiative seeks to expand the
global opportunities available to students
and faculty members in the Albers School.
Members of that initiative's task force will
work to renew the Albers Center for Global
Business, to better incorporate international
students into the Albers School's programs
and to encourage its' students to take advantage of study abroad opportunities.
"I think it's a very important part ofanybody's learning to know that the society
that you've grown up in is not the only
way things are done on this planet," Phillips
said. "Business would be done differently in
these other locations. That's just an added
layer to their education."
The same initiative calls for the development of the Visiting Scholars

program, which brings professors from
other countries to Seattle U to conduct research and interact with the
Albers faculty.

It's a university priority,
and the business school
needs to be a part of that.
Joseph Phillips
Albers Dean

"It's important for the faculty to get international exposure," said associate professor of marketing Greg Magnan. "That
way we can make sure our courses reflect
that and are broad enough to make sure the
students are getting what they need."
Albers School administrators will now
work to implement the strategic plan
throughout its programs.
"Now," Phillips said, "the real work

begins."
Sam can be reached at
skettering@su-spectator.com
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Evening
Magazine

films at
Seattle
University
Meeghan Black of KING 5 News shoots
introduction footage for the
0ct.13 edition of Evening Magazine.
"We just love your campus," Black said.
"We were going to use the library [in the
footage] but it wasn't raining, and we need
that for a rainy day location."

Photo by Sarah Hiraki | The Spectator

Albers, ASSU generate self-sustaining revenue
Cameron Drews
Staff Writer
Last year, the Redhawk Fund
managers, former members of the
Albers Investment Club (AIC),
were given $250,000 of Seattle U
endowment money after petitioning to start a student-managed investment program. Every year, the
AIC receives $50,000 from D.A.
Davidson, a private investment
broker that allows the club to manage the fund and generously takes
on any losses that might occur in
the process. The key difference between the Albers Investment Club
and the Redhawk Fund is that

the latter does

not get reset and
to Seattle U.

the money belongs

David Carrithers, the faculty advisor for the club, wanted to make
the distinction very clear and has
emphasized that while they are both
doing essentially the same thing,
the management strategies are
radically different. The Redhawk
Fund is a long-term operation
with a much higher risk factor.
"The Redhawk Fund is distinctly
different from the Albers Investment
Club," Carrithers said.
Natalie Whitmore, one of
the The Sustainable University
Revolving Fund shares a similar selfsustaining quality (SURF) managers, has high hopes for the future.
"Our goal for this fund is just to
make it last a long time, so that
students every year can get the

education that we're getting from
doing it," Whitmore said.
Because of the high risk, the
club has stuck closely to their index fund (a fund that basically follows the success ofthe market) but
wouldlike to eventually branch out
into individual equities, which only
make up about 25 percent of their
current picks. The self-sustaining
nature of this program, paired with
the determination and seriousness of the student investors, will
hopefully make for positive results
in the future. SURF is an ASSU
and Facilities based program that
invests in environmentally and
economically sustainable campus
upgrades, and whatever money
is saved within a predetermined

of time gets kicked back
into the sustainable projects fund.
"Last year we had trouble finding projects to fund because not
many people knew about it," said
Kevin Eggers, ASSU president.
"This year we're going to go on a
campaign to really put it out there
for the students and reach out to
the students so they know what
it is."
The lifeblood of this program
will be student and faculty suggestions that will then be approved by
a group of students and members of
the Facilities department.
"My hope is that this year, the
focus is on publicizing the opportunities, partnering with some faculty
amount

to ASSU and back

memberswho teach in maybe environmental science or business, one
of those clear connection areas,"
said Renata Opoczynski, ASSU
faculty adviser.
When SURF began, ASSU
contributed $10,000 and Facilities
contributed $7,000. The nature of
the system will, in theory, generate
more funds as university money is
saved, and dius augment dieir budget and long-term opportunities.
The committee will be convening within the next couple of
months and will be providing students with contact information to
suggest ideas.
Cameron may be reached at
cdrews@su-spectator.com

Portland debate coach switches camps to SU
Debate team hopes to mirror last season's success in the Ireland
tournament by putting forth a greater effort in Botswana.

Both she and Watts believe the key to that
only

support lies in Richter's addition, not

the debate team but also to the Seattle U
Communications department.
Richter will be teaching four classes this
year, two in the winter and two in the spring,
thus securing a more permanent base of operations for the debaters on campus.
to

Cameron Drews
Staff Writer
The Seattle University Debate Team is
starting off the year with a brand new coach
and renewed optimism.
Chris Richter, former Portland State debate coach, long-time judge and college debate champion, will be leading the Redhawk
team this year in an effort to continue and
hopefully refine what is already an impressive
track record.

PSU has been one of the

most successful debate
teams in the country for the

past three or four years.
Chris Richter
Debate Team Coach
Many people might not know, but two
years ago the Seattle U debate team traveled to Cork, Ireland for an international

competition. They came away with the title
of best in North America and ranked seventh in the world. This was no easy feat, and
Richter had been following their progress.
"Everyone knows," said Richter, "they've
been one of the most successful teams in the
country for the past three or four years."
Because they're in such close proximity,
the Portland and Seattle debate teams have
been familiar with one another for quite
some time, and Richter's reputation is as familiar to the Seattle U Debate Team as it is
to Portland State.
When referring to Richter, Ben Watts, a
third-year team member, began an enthusiastic account by saying, "Let me just tell you
how awesome he is."
Watts proceeded to explain how well the
PSU team had performed with the guidance of Richter, and how he hopes that with
similar guidance Watts' own team can recruit
more interested parties as well as further assistance from the university.
Sophia Sanders, current president of the
team, expressed similar sentiments.
"There's always been a gap, I feel, with
our team in that we have worked under very
little administrative support or guidance in
the past," Sanders said.

The new debate coach
has secured a more
permanent position for
the team on campus.
The more established position is just one
steppingstone toward what Sanders and
Watts believe to be a more concrete and
campus-centered awareness of the team.
"If Chris hadn't been able to apply for the
job, I don't know what we would've done,"
Sanders said. "No one really does."
One of the reasons why the team hasn't
gotten much attention is because their
Ireland victory took place during the same
year diat the men's basketball team moved to
D-I. The common theme among die debaters
and their new coach is the promotion and

awareness.
"We like to call it 'debate goes D-I,'"
Sanders said.
This year, another national championship opportunity might be on the horizon.
Instead of Ireland, this year's competition is
to be held in Botswana, and while it is apparently very difficult to get beyond a waiting
listranking, die team has been removed from
diat list, and will be eligible to compete.
"I think debate ties into the Seattle
University philosophy much better than
almost anything else," Watts said."l want
debate to be as much as a part of the institution as basketball or soccer. The amount of
time and energy and research and analytical
abilities you need [...] there's nothing else
like it on campus."
The team has not yet secured the travel
funds to get to the international competition
in Botswana.
Hopefully, with the help of Richter, and
the obvious passion for debating social and
political issues, the team will get to take advantage ofthis opportunity.
"If we emphasize and celebrate it and
make it part of Seattle University, it will be
good for the debate team, and it will be good
for Seattle University," Watts added.
creating

Cameron may be reached at
cdrews@su-spectator.com
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Deputy mayor visits
renovated Pavillion
Stephanie Weiskopf, first year gradthe student develop-

Rodrigo Reyes
Staff Writer

AZUSA PACIFIC UNIVERSITY

GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF THEOLOGY

uate student in

administration program and
of the graduate coordinators in
the Leadership Development office.

ment

Development.
"We found that

had lots of
looking in the
we

students who were
fall for a way to connect to the
university, to get involved in some
way," Etchart said. "The programs
that we planned for the week were
some things that we thought would
appeal and interest a wide diversity
of students."
As part of the events of the
week, Oct. 5 the Spectator found
the Leadership Development staff
conversing with students who
stepped into the newly renovated
Jim C. Pigott Pavilion for
Leadership. They asked students
what they think leadership means,
what goals they have for themselves
while they are at Seattle U and how
they want to change the world
around them.
"I hoped that we might have
contact with students who have
never really thought about leadership as something that they might
do," Etchart said.
One of the highlights of the
week was an appearance made
Wednesday by deputy mayor
Darryl Smith. He spoke at length
about his early days in developing
his leadership skills. He told students about the differencebetween
where he thought he would end up
as a young man and where he is
today as deputy mayor ofSeattle.
"[Smith] was great, he was really excited about his visit" said

one

"Interestingly enough, he

went to

school to be an actor and ended up
in Seattle."
The height of Smith's talk was
his description of Beatwalk, a music

V'

festival emphasizing diversity

and unique music, which Smith
founded in 1995.
Daniel Pascoe, executive director ofCareer Services, gave his take
on key points on how to discover
the leader within.
"I think that a leader is someone
with the right mind set, someone
who can see the context, the environment, the society and him or
herself for who they are," Pascoe
said. "[A leader] understands
the gaps and the needs that they
have."
The emphasis of the week's
events was on the notion that anyone can be a leader.
According to multiple representatives from Career Services, a
leader doesn't have to be someone
who coordinates other people. It
could be someone who decides
to do something that will change
things and they might end up
doing it on their own. It is more
about that initiative, the ability to
see what needs to happen and the
discipline to pursue it.
"We need people who think
about the critical needs for leadership. Leadership is not at task or
a job, because those are usually
given," Pascoe said. "Leadership
has to be earned."

Rodrigo may be reached at
jreyes@su-spectator.com

■

Seattle University's annual leadership week now takes place in the
fall rather than the winter to better
satisfy a clear need ofthe university
community, according to Michelle
Etchart, directory of Leadership

V
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Kevin Young, M.Div. '07
Senior Pastor, Victory Outreach, Culver City, California
Teacher, Victory Education and Training Institute
El Monte, California

LESSON LEARNED'

Ignorance costs

more thaneducation.

MY STORY:

In spite of witnessing die first of many murders at age nine and watching
my dad's life robbed by drug abuse, I gravitated toward education and discovered its
ability to radically transform.
To learn more about Kevin's inspiring story and explore
the theologyprograms offered:

www.apu.edu/mystory/keviny
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Mm*eo Rica Coiieae
proudly presents

The Matteo Ricci Medal
to

Rev. M. Antoni

J. Uferler, S.J.

on the occasion of the 35th Anniversary of

the Founding of the College (1975)
and the 400th Anniversary of
the Life of Matted Ricci, S.J. (1552-1610)

"The Global Legacy of Matteo Ricci, SJ:
A Jesuit Humanist's Encounter with China"
Thursday, October 21
7:00 P.M.

Pigott Auditorium

Seattle University
Admission is Free
Public Reception to Follow
Sonya Ekstrom

|

The Spectator

As a part of Leadership Week, the Integrity Board hosted Redhawk
Commitment Day in which students signed to reaffirm their commitment to Seattle U's values.
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The Garden' explores
urban agriculture
through the arts

Two-Day Shipping
for One Year
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Free two-day shipping available to customers who qualify for our free Amazon Student program.
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Vour student government and advocacy group /

HT3 Find us on

BJ Facebook
assu@seattleu.edu or visit us at on the 3rd floor of the Student Center
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VOTE

The Garden' supported the Arts Leadership Club by
partnering local artists with community organizations to
emphasize the fusion of urban architecture with urban
agriculture. The event featured a screening of the award
winning documentary "The Garden" as well as a special
interactive musical performance by the Seattle Fandango Project.
Photos by Jon Polka
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Student Elections
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VOTE
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Don't forget to vote for your favorite Candidate
Elections will be held online from Oct 13-15
Check your student email for your ballot
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Spec of the week

savings program

re-brands, restarts
John Beaton
Staff Writer
When students look out on
12th Avenue a common sight is
the construction of new buildings
that will serve as places ofbusiness,
education or housing. Some of the
construction has already been completed and students can now enjoy
some of the restaurants north of
Madison Street.
However, south of Madison
is another story. Businesses there
have to try much harder to draw
in clientele.

and restructured it," Hunter said.
Hunter describes the program as
something that helps the students
by offering them discounts at local businesses and helps the local
economy by promoting spending.
"It's basically like a win-win scenario," he added.
Cole explained that last
year ASSU used a service called
"Students Savings Club," which is
based on the east coast. The service

charges roughly $2,000

President Obama visits
Seattle

incumbent, who is currently running a tight race with two-time
governor runner up, Dino Rossi
for the Washington senate seat.
Nationwide, the possibility for
a more conservative Senate could
prove difficult for any and all White

President Barack Obama will
be in Seattle on Oct. 21 to help
campaign for Senator Patty Murray
(D). Murray is a three time Senate
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House policies during the last two
years ofObama's current term. Joe
Biden visited last week on Murray's
behalf, and she has made arrangements with First Lady Michelle
Obama and former president Bill
Clinton to visit later this month.
The public rally will be held at the
University of Washington's Hec
Edmundson Pavilion at 9:00 a.m.
The editor may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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ofbusinesses that would work
with the program.
Hunter put a stop to this
outsourcing.
[Businesses] weren't ones that
students would ever really use and
the discounts that they gave were
not that great," Hunter said.
He has taken a proactive approach teaming up with Steinbeck,
who Hunter said has a close relationship with the businesses in
the area. According to Hunter,
Steinbeck is most qualified to seek
out local businesses that students
will visit most often.
a list

"

A big part of the work
is making 12th Avenue
better for businesses
and shoppers alike.
Kate Steinbeck
12thAvenue Developer

Kate Steinbeck, 12th Avenue
community developer, is currently
working on and managing the 12th
Avenue Initiative, a publicly funded
economic and community development project on 12th Avenue.
"A big part of the work is making the 12th Avenue corridor better
for businesses and shoppers alike,"
Steinbeck said.
One of the main goals of this
organization, according to the initiative, is to encourage a vibrant
and healthy business district and to
offer assistance and tools to small
businesses.

If we launch with only

a few B-list businesses
then the [program]

like to involve popular
businesses such as

Cupcake Royale.
After beginning the initiative
Steinbeck came into contact with
Seattle University. She soon discovered ASSU was working on a
savings program that would offer
students a discount ifthey presented valid Seattle U identification at
participating businesses.
"The initiative seeks to create more interaction between the
12th Avenue stakeholders, students, staff, residents, neighbors
and businesses," Steinbeck said.
"This seemed like an ideal project
to partner on."
She became acquainted with
Cole Hunter, junior marketing
major and former ASSU vice president of finance. Hunter heads the
Student Savings Program.
When Hunter was active in
ASSU last year, he took responsibility from the previous administration in working towards this

program's success.
"I basically took over the project

a
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Discover where you'll study abroad at usac.unr.edu

will not take off.
Cole Hunter
Junior

The average discount at a participating business is 10 percent.
Hunter, Steinbeck and Kaylee

Venosky,

The program would

I

IB

executive vice

president

/

of ASSU, all believe that the program would be mutually beneficial
to the students and the businesses. Venosky went on to describe
how the program benefits local
businesses.
"Students get discounts and local businesses get our patronage,"
Venosky said. "If you get a big discount to a local coffee shop, you
may go there instead of a bigger
name

NEW YORK STYLE

PIZZA

shop."

Hunter is working on getting
bigger businesses such as Cupcake
Royale and Boom Noodle in hopes
that smaller businesses will follow.
The deadline for the finalized
list ofbusinesses is Oct. 21.
If Hunter does not get an acceptable list of businesses to get the
savings program off the ground, the
project will be put on hold until later this spring or fall of next year.
"If we launch it with only a few
B-list businesses then its not going
to take off," Hunter said.
There is still time and plenty
of businesses that are considering
the offer.
Until then students will just
have to pay full price.
John may be reached at
jbeaton@su-spectator.com
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public
safety

reports

Welfare Check
Oct. 10 3:00 a.m.

thespectator

An intoxicated student was found
on a bench on the corner of 12th

recommends

Ave. and Cherry Street and admitted to drinking off campus
before being escorted back to
the student's room.

B Phantogram
anything experimental or based
on ambient sounds with ethereal singing should be
thrilled diat Phanotgram will be making an appearance
at Neumo's. Blending elements of Zero 7, the XX, and
Freelance Whales, all layered over catchy, yet atmospheric tones, it is no wonder Phantogram was signed
to the Barsuk record label, and no devoted fans of the
label will be displeased with this addition. As fans from
their Sasquatch! set will remember, their style translates
to a great live show, and one that will leave you in a
relaxed and contemplative mood for days.

A student was found vomiting
in Campion Hall and admitted
to drinking off campus before
being escorted back to the
student's room.
Elevator/Safety Assist
Oct. 9 10:50 p.m.

inn

film

The new library elevator was reported broken. PublicSafety contacted elevator service to restore
elevator operation.

The Philosophy Fellowship will present Douglas
Kellner, the GeorgeKneller Chair in the Philosophy of

Theft
Oct. 9 3:45 p.m.

of contemporary Hollywood film in the 2000s. There
will likely be some enjoyable film clips, and also indepth discussion of the themes of the propagandistic
tendencies of film and what it reveals about society as
a whole, presenting the golden mean of serious discussion and Hollywood glamour.
VTVT3 art

Education

at UCLA., who will speak about his recent
book, Cinema Wars: Hollywood Film and Politics in
the Bush/Cheney Era, which provides an exploration

like every showing of that had a live
organ in every theatre, plus silent films were produced
before censorship was mandatory and glorifying crimi-
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MN Art Gallery Rock Show
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HUMAN RIGHTS

Purple Pride Against Bullying

movie viewing experience. Although a

a

J
'is

tion. He has since become a prolific American writer,
and winner of numerous awards for his writing. He
now resides in Seattle with his wife and sons. If you
miss him at Elliot Bay, he will also be presenting with
Leslie Marmon Silko later in the evening at the Seattle
Public Central Library.

hour silent movie to some may
for 'two hour opportuntiy
to nap,' The Paramount Theatre spices things up with
their silent movie showings, namely with the use of a
live organ. Yes, a live soundtrack to accompany your

Although

'

"5

a Part-Time Indian" at Elliot Bay Books at 4 p.m.
Alexie, a Spokane/Coeur d'Alene Indian, was born
in Washington and raised just outside Spokane. "The
Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian" reflects
his experiences as one of the only Indians at his high
school, after deciding to move there to better his educa-

mean just be a synonym

Etsy, the 21st century version ofPike Place market
that allows artisans to sell their wares to an entire internet full of potential buyers, will move to an actual

Sherman Alexie

Local favorite Sherman Alexie will be present-

.

Mm! Pre Holiday Craft Show

8~4

3

H

LITERATURE

In response to the recent suicides of seven gay boys,
Wednesday has been designated as Purple Pride Against
Bullying Day in order to bring recognition to the events
and honor those that were bullied or abused. Simply
wear purple on Wednesday to show your support for
the event. Purple was chosen because it means 'spirit'
on theLGBTQflag, and is designed to show solidarity
for all those who need support. In addition, The Trevor
Project, a non-profit suicide prevention organization
for LGBTQ youth provides trained counselors round

crossword
2

nals, instead of the law enforcement officials that were
supposed to capture them, was allowed. Plus film noir
is pretty much the most artsy thing around, made even
more artsy by the lack of sound.

■HMH Silent Movie Mondays

For a continued listing of public

1

as "Avatar," it's not

When the phrases "art gallery" and "rock show" are
used together, it is extremelylikely that the end product
will be wordi attending, if just to understand why a
rock show would be held at an art gallery, specifically
the Hedreen Gallery. The situation only improves when
the bands performing at the Hedreen Gallery include
Greenbelt, "a 12 piece hyper, dancey, fun" band of
Canadians; Sandy City, surfers who have "been hibernating at the beach all summer" (which begs the
question, that you could ask them at the show, of why
you would be in a state ofinactivity and metabolicdepression for such an extended period oftime, especially
during die summer); and Naomi Punk, "local rippers
with hearts of gold." Is there any way this show could
be more intriguing?
rrr#T7i fil m

MM Hollywood Film in the Bush

safety incidents turn to page 20.

tangible location in the Intiman Theater in the Seattle
Center to display goods for the Holiday season, which
apparently officially begins in the middle ofOctober.
Even if you aren't quite in a festive holiday mood just
yet, suggested admission is only $1, and all proceeds
will be distributed to Seattle area schools in need, and,
for that price, you are sure to see a variety of great
Seattle artisans' work. In addition, the logo for the
weekend includes a smiling cloud with a talk bubble
displaying event information, in one ofthe most adorable advertisements seen this side of die Cascades.

Fans of almost

Welfare Check
Oct.lo 12:15 am.

A dispenser in the women's restroom in theAdministration Building was found damaged, and the
money box was found empty.

October 13, 2010
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50. Beat
52. Growl
54. Gliding
58. Eruptive dis-

42. Devices for
fishing
43. Emblem
45. Defiles
47. Dr. Dre's
genre

name

48. Book of the
Bible

63. Danger
64. Shoreline

ease
62. "M*A*S*H"

67. Dried pium
68. Artery that
feeds the trunk
69. South American tuber
70. Album unit
71. Primp
72. Hanoi holiday

1. Birthmark
2. Writer of lyric poetry
3. Saunter
■
4. Shore
5. Singer Torme
6. Jackie's second
7. Dimensions
8. Backs of feet
9. Terran
10. Taylor of "Mystic
Pizza"
.

11. Northern arm of the
Black Sea
12. Branta sandvicensis

15. Test model
17. Exhort
21. German article
23. Pearl Mosque city
24. Food and water
27. Go swiftly
29. Coffin stand
30. This, in Tijuana
31. Coarse file
32. Italian wine city
33. New Mexico art colony
34.1 could
horse!
36. Attempts
39. Regnant
.
41. Patron saint of sailors

44. Sleeveless cloak
46. Michigan State athlete

49. So there!
51. Like some history
53. Summarize
55. Fool56. John
Garner
57. Big
58. Actor Omar
59. Combining form
meaning" dry"
60. Make
for it
61. Heath
65. 100 square meters
.Foy, Quebec
66.
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Keeping Up with the Kardashians Now Available On Demand

Access all the entertainment you love, how and when you want.

DIGITAL STARTER TV AND
PERFORMANCE HIGH-SPEED INTERNET
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INCLUDES ESPN AND ESPN2

With the XFINITY Double Play you'll get:
XFINITY TV
Instantly access the latest TV shows and hit movies
On Demand most at no extra charge
Watch your favorite shows anytime, on TV and now
onlineatxfinity.com/tv
-

High-Speed

2goj)

•

XFINITY INTERNET
Experience lightning-fast download speeds
Get award w jnn jng Norton™ Security Suite
($l6O value) included
Watch 3,500 live games with xfinity.com/ESPN3

Ask how you can Take Fast with You ™!

CaIII.BBB.B36.663SnoworvisitXFINITY4COLLEGE.COM
Also stop by our Comcast Retail locations at:
NORTHGATE MALL

Comcast Service Center
12645 Stone AveN, Seattle, 98133
M-Sat: 9am-7pm

frnmmtf

service. After 6 months, or if any service is cancelled
Offer ends 10/31/2010, and is limited to new residential customers. XFINITY™ service not available in all areas. Offer limited to Digital Starter TV, and Performance Internet
or downgraded, regular charges apply. Comcast's current monthly service charge for Digital Starter TV is $25.99 $60.99 and for Performance Internet service is $42.95 $57.95, depending on other services subscribed to. TV
and Internet service limited to a single outlet. Equipment, installation, taxes and franchise fees extra. May not be combined with other offers. TV: Basic service subscription required to receive other levels of service. On Demand
selections subjectto charge indicated at time of purchase. Not all programming available in all areas. Internet: Internet Service: Speed comparison between Comcast Performance Internet and standard 1.5DSL (downloads only).
Actual speeds vary and are not guaranteed. Not all features compatible with Macintosh systems. Money-Back Guarantee applies to one month recurring charges and standard installation up to $500. Call for restrictions and
complete details. Comcast © 2010. All rights reserved. Norton™ is a registered mark of Symantec Corporation.
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Know before you vote: Se
in

Enthusiasmemliwdctaronnes

Dallas Goschie
Staff Writer

presidential campaign in American
history," said Young.

Seattle University became embroiled in the heated 2008 elec11,
2008,
TIME tion as well. After the results were
February
Magazine hit the shelves, conannounced, Capitol Hill residents
fidently displaying the headline and Seattle U students alike took
to the streets in an impromptu
'"Why Young Voters Care Again
And why their vote matters." The block party on Broadway.
"[I remember] everyone being
magazine declared it "The Year of
the Youth Vote." However, it seems excited, people not interested in
that as we near the 2010 midpolitics wete talking about politics,
term elections, voter enthusiasm
people were watching the debates
[...]
is
people
among young
reverting
Everyone was involved," said
to its typically low levels, even at
Dominic Micco, president of the
Seattle University.
Seattle U College Republicans and
According to the Center for a junior pre-business major.
Information and Research on
Midterm elections have conCivic Learning and Engagement
sistently seen lower voter turnout.
(CIRCLE), voter turnout among Despite the fact that the approxiyoung people in the 2008 mately a third of the Senate and
the entire House of Representatives
Presidential election was at 51 percent, an 11 percent increase over
will be determined elected this year
the Presidential election in 2000. (not to mention various state and
Seatrle U associate professor of local initiatives). According to
CIRCLE data, in the 2006 midhistory, political science and environTnent studies Richard Young
term election, only 26 percent of
believes the higher young voter eligible young voters turned out
turnout of2008 can be attributed
participated.
to the highly publicized McCain
"[Voter enthusiasm on campus]
vs. Obama election.
is not even close to 2008, at least
"Obama was clearly a charisnot when you look at the entirety,"
matic candidate, he offered hope
Micco said.
and change," said Young said.
Micco and the College
[...] "He arguably put on the best
Republicans have been working
-

increase voter enthusiasm both
on and off campus.
"We were at club rush and are
tabling at certain events. We are
also working to get the vote out
offcampus. We plan to do a phone
bank for Dino Rossi and hopefully
for candidates in other state and
local elections," Micco said.
Representatives for Seattle
to

trend.

"On campus, it's reverting to
the norm." Young said. "Students
are not paying much attention and
there isn't red hot enthusiasm to
get people to vote," said Young."
An April, 2010 Gallup poll
showeds that 47 percent of young
registered voters are "not enthusiastic" about voting in this year's
midterms, the highest among any
other demographic. Though since
I do encourage
then, manyyoung voters have begun to experience the harshest end
everyone to vote, just of the Great Recession.
"[The next elections] will be
do your homework
reality based. [...] Some students
are going to graduate, go years
on things.
without jobs, go back home and
pay bills. That will determine who
Dominic Micco they vote for," Young said.
Junior
CIRCLE data shows that for
thelast three presidential elections,
young people have had relatively
high numbers of voter turnout
Universitys loun2 1.-'cmocrs.ts
compared to elections past, (with
group did not return requests for the exception of Nixon's second
an interview.
election in 1972 and the BushCollege-aged voting students Clinton election in 1992). Could
(people 18 to 24) historically have youth turnout one day overtake
the lowest voting rates among all the historically high turnout of
other age demographics in the those 65 and older (which tends
United States. Despite outside ef- to hover around 70 percent)?
"No, I really don't [think so].
voter enthusiasm at Seattle
nivcrsirv idocsfs to rollow this
It would be nice but I don't think

so. [Young people] just have other
things going on. They are too
busy," said Micco.
2010 may not be "The Year

of the Youth Vote" touted two
years ago by TIME Magazine,
but many on campus are hopeful the voices of Seattle U's
young will be louder (and more
educated) this year than in any
previous midterm election.
"I do encourage everyone
to vote, but at least do your
homework on things. Even
if you are not a Republican,
you still should vote." Micco
said. [...] "I can't wait until fall
elections."
Ballots will begin to be
mailed out this week in Wash.
The general election will be held
Nov. 2.

Dallas may be

reached at
dgoschie@su-

spectator.com

Krts,

In the 2008 Presidential election, there was an 11%
increase in vote turnout among young people, bringing
participation to 51%
26% of eligible young voters turned out in the 2006
midterm election
In comparison, the turnout of voters 65 and older
hovers around 70%
•

•

•
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Fall 2010 inititatives you should know
Sam Kettering
Staff Writer

Initiative 1100:
The passage of 1-1100 would
bring about the closure of state
liquor stores, allowing private
parties to import, distribute
and sell hard liquor. Currently
the Liquor Control Board
(LCB) regulates the sale and
distribution of all hard liquor
products in Washington. Under
current laws retailers such as
Costco can sell beer and wine.
Among other duties, the LCB
purchases hard liquor from its
distributors, furnishes state liquor stores with hard liquor and
determines the prices of hard
liquor. The passage of I-1100
would require the LCB to close
the states liquor stores and
wouldallow retailers that
currently hold licenses
k to sell beer and wine
to apply for licensB es to sell hard liquor. Supporters
include Costco's
CEOJimSinegal,
argue that the
measure would
decrease hard li-

allowing retailers to deal directly
with distributors instead of relying on the LCB to act as a middleman. Opposition to I-1100 argue
that theargues the passage of the
measure would increase hard liquor
consumption and decrease public
safety by making access to hard liquor easier. They add that I-1100
would also result in the annual loss
of $350 million of tax revenue that
the state generateds through the
importation, distribution and sale
of hard liquor.
Initiative 1105:
The passage of 1-1105 would
bring about the closure of state
liquor stores while also allowing
private parties to distribute and
sell hard liquor. The passage of
1-1105 would also repeal the state
liquor tax and would separate the
different factions steps of the hard
liquor production manufacturing, distribution and retail into
a three-tiered system. The passage
ofthis measure, like 1-1100,would
close state liquor stores and would
allow retailers that already possess a
license to sell beer and wine to apply for a license to sell hard liquor.
Unlike 1-1100, however, 1-1105
would prevent retailers from obtaining hard liquor directly from
hard liquor manufacturers. Instead
retailers would obtain hard liquor
—

—

from distributors, which would act
as middleman between hard liquor
manufacturers and retailers. The
distributors of hard liquor would
set hard liquor prices, meaning that
a large retailer like Costco would
purchase its hard liquor at roughly
the same prices as a small corner
store. Under 1-1100, which would
allow retailers to deal directly with

hard liquor manufacturers, it might
be possible for a larger retailer like
Costco to negotiate cheaper prices
than a small corner store prices.
Those who support 1-1105 differ
from those who support I-1100, but
the opposition of 1-1105 remains
the same as 1-1100. Supporters of
1-1105 argue that the measure promotes responsible liquor privatization because 32 other states regulate their hard liquor sales the same
way. Opposition to 1-1105 argues
by wiping out all hard liquor taxes
the measure will result in an annual
loss of $350 million for the state in
tax revenue.
Initiative 1107:
The passage of 1-1107 would
end sales taxes on candy as well as
temporary sales taxes on bottled
water and carbonated beverages like
soda. The passage of the measure
would also reduce the tax rates for
certain food processors. Currently
sales taxes on candy, bottled water

and carbonated beverages benefit
the State General Fund. The passage of 1-1107 could reduce the
revenue of the fund by an estimated $352 million over the next
five years. Supporters of 1-1107
argue that the sales taxes on candy,
bottled water, carbonated beverages
and certain processed foods will
cost Washington business owners
$300 million over the next three
years. Those opposed to 1-1107 argue the opposite, stating the passage of the measure would result
in a $300 million loss of revenue
for the state that would go toward
schools, certain basic services and
kids' health. While a collection
of grocery store owners and food
manufacturers prepared the official
statement of 1-1107, the American
Beverage Association (ABA) has
footed the majority of the initiative's campaign bill. To date, the
ABA has given the campaign an
estimated $14 million.

King County Proposition
No. 1:
The passage of Prop. 1 would
grant King County the ability to
impose an additional 0.2 percent
sales and use tax. On a per capita
basis, 60 percent of all revenue generated by the new sales tax increase
would go to King County while the
remaining 40 percent would go to

cities within King County. A third
ofall revenue raised by the increased
sales tax would go to criminal justice purposes, fire protection or
both. The passage of Prop. 1 would
also require, as a condition of its
passage, that during the first three
years of the tax's imposition (2011
to 2013) that $9.5 million be diverted from the county road fund
towards police protection in unincorporated areas of King County.
Supporters of Prop. 1 argue that
the passage of the proposition will
help preserve adequate police protection and other basic protection
services in the face of an estimated
$60 million cut to King County's
budget in 2011. Those opposed to
Prop. 1 argue that the sales tax increase is needed because, instead of
making appropriate budget cuts in
the past, King County made budget cuts to basic services like police
protection; at the same time, King
County continued to give county
employees raises and practiced
other unnecessary spending habits.
Opposition of Prop. 1 argues that
voting "no" on the proposition will
send a message to King County to
change their ways.
Sam may be reached at
skettering@su-spectator.com

Senate & Congressional candidates
Staff Writer
Senate:
Dino Rossi (Republican) Rossi is a former chair
ofthe Senate Ways and Means Committee and former
state senator. In 2004, he lost the gubernatorial race to
Democrat Christine Gregoire in the closest gubernatorial race in United States history and again in 2008.
This election, Rossi's focus is on the promotion of
economic growth and job creation and the promises
to "fix health care."
On the issues, he favors balanced budget amendment, privatized healthcare, wants to extend 2001
and 2003 budget cuts to create new jobs, is pro-life
and favors the "fenced out" proposal to curb illegal
immigration.
Patty Murray (Democrat) Washington's current
senator. Murray is the Majority Conference Secretary
and senior member of the U.S. Senate Committee
on Appropriations. A former educator and citizenlobbyist, Murray's campaign calls for an end to tax
payer bailouts and favors creating more new jobs,
especially in the private sector.
On the issues she puts emphasis on clean energy
campaign, wants middle class tax cuts, is pro-choice,
wants "better access, higher quality, and lower costs
in our health care system," and favors immigrant
Guest Worker program that would create more
temporary Visas.
-

-

Bin

Bob Jeffers-Schroder (Independent) Political
Jeffers-Schroder is a physicist whose political platform is based exclusively on global warming
and climate control. He is a member of the Citizen's
Climate Lobby and an outspoken lobbyist for the
enactment of a carbon fee with the intention
ofcurbing greenhouse gas emissions. JeffersSchroder is also a member of the ACLU and
Cascade Bicycle Club. He is against "cap
and trade" legislation, calls for an end to
nuclear armament and proliferation, is in
favor of balancing the budget and plans to
-

newcomer,

43rd Legislative District:
Frank Chopp (Democrat) Ch'opp has
been a member of the Washington House
since 1995
is presently Speaker of
the House. His district
includes Fremont,
-

tspresentatives
Wallingford,
University

District.and

7th Congressional District:

Jim McDermott (Democrat)

with 84 percent of the popular vote. McDermott
the House Ways and Means Committee
member of the Progressive Caucus,
the issues he favors providing ongoing care
ers and veterans, reexamining energy policies,
creating more jobs and unemployment assistance, he
is pro-choice.

most

McDermott is seeking a twelfth term this election as representative of
Washington's 7th Congressional District, which includes most of Seattle, Vashon Island, parts ofShoreline,
Lake Forest Park, Tukwila, Burien and SeaTac. Last
-

of

Capitol
most recent

legislative

the suspension of tax-limiting 1-960 earlier this year,
preserving local social programs. Chopp's agenda focuses on health care, education and job creation.
Kim Verde (Republican) Verde is a member of
the National Federation of Republican Women as
well as a World Champion Ski Racer. This is her first
time running for legislative office, but she is not shy
about confronting today's hard-hitting issues. Verde's
plan includes broadening employment opportunities, enacting immigration reform, making Seattle's
neighborhoods and schools safer and finding effective
lortation solutions.
-

Ellie may be reached at

ewhite@su-spectator.
;

Ellie White

com
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BECU MEMBERS
from top to bottom: I
J
Chelsey N., Seattle; I
Jesse V., Everett; \
&
JeromeH. Mia R., Seattle; I
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WE ARE MEMBER-OWNED and over 600,000 members strong.
So when it comes to money, we gladly look out for each other.
That's why our free checking comes with no monthly fees, no
minimum balance, a debit card, fraud monitoring and free
mobile and online banking. We are BECU. Toin us.
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Hey! You got your 36 authors, 7 days, 1 novel
hot dog in my crepe
Rodrigo Reyes
Staff Writer

It sounds like it might be the
beginning of a bad joke.
The Novel: Live!, a project that
kicked off at Elliott Bay Bookstore
last Sunday, aims to put 36 authors
to work writing one single novel.
The idea for the project came
from Garth Stein, author of
the New York Times bestselling
novel "The Art of Racing in the
Rain" and founding member of
Seattle7Writers.org, an organization ofwriters that encourages and
promotes
Sonya

Ekstrom j The Spectator

From left to right: a traditional French dessert crepe filled with
strawberries, bananas and nutella; an on-the-go pizza crepe;
and the New Yorker crepe-dog.
Thad Higa

a fairly safe bet.

Staff Writer

Jamba Juice) combines various
foodsfrom across the world and
brings it to you in a crepe, from
boiled eggs to bulgogi beefand

three choices of pizza crepes,
Hawaiian, Milano and even
one for you Seattle vegans.
The Hawaiian version offers
the same pineapple and ham
that a Hawaiian styled pizza
would. The Milano combines
pepperoni with gobs of mozzarella cheese that make for a
strange consistency. The texture is doughy and may leave
some customers craving a regu-

tuna flakes.

lar pizza.

Upon entering Crepan, you
will immediately notice the
color and cleanliness. The place

Whatever the consensus
about the food's taste, there is
no denying the presentation
of each dish. Each to-go order is finely and conveniently
wrapped. All sit-down orders,
especially the "Crepe-paris,"
are artfully constructed on the
plate, providing the customer
with a pleasant glimpse of

Yes, it's real all right, and it
has come to Capitol Hill: crepe
pizza and crepe dogs. Crepan,
the newly opened international
crepe house at 1303 Madison
Street (the previous location of

healthy and happy
environment. Frighteningly
perfect plastic replicas of each

resonates a

crepe are shown next to the register to help customers decide
which foods they can or cannot
stomach.
This type of menu is help-

Frighteningly perfect
plastic replicas of
each crepe are shown

next to the register.
fill when considering whether
you actually want egg in your
hot dog, or even ifyou're not
sure what Korean bulgogi is (it's
marinated beef).
One local customer said of
Crepan while eating a New
York styled crepe dog, "It s just

They have

fine dining.
For such a small restaurant, Crepan seems to have big
dreams. A full description of
their mission statement lines
the top of their store, a portion
of it saying, "crepes are widely
popular throughout the world,
and fast becoming a favorite for
many." It describes a world in
love with crepes, and Crepan
means to use this desire as a

conduit not only for business
but potentially a way to bridge
the gap between cultures.
They describe the "Crepetaco-rea" as "a fusion of Mexican
taco and Korean bulgogi (who
knew these two would make
such a great pair)." They go on
a weird experience," describing further to say "What's next? It's
the withering texture of the our mission to create Australian
crepe and eggs against the stiff and African fusion crepes."
A strange experience indeed,
polish dog.
But there are still options but definitely not an unpleasant
for those who enjoy the more one. Your appetite will be satisnormal side of crepes. They fied for under $8. Furthermore,
serve the common European
the manager happily mentioned
dessert crepe "Crepe-paris," that they are planning to have a
which includes strawberries
10 percent student discount in
and bananas wrapped up and the near future. Just bring your
served drizzled in Nutella. And student ID*
at $4.99, it's the cheapest item
on the menu.
Thad may be reached at
Their "Crepe-izzas" are also thiga@su-spectator.com

Northwest literature.

"I am impressed by this night's
outcome," said Stein. "I am excited that people are coming for this
event, this literary week. I see so
many famous writers".
Stein and bestselling novelist Jennie Shortridge collaborated
to carefully plan and organize
the event.
Writers will adhere to a predetermined schedule showing them
when they will be writing and what
section they will be tackling.
Each author will be allotted
two hours and 1500 words with
which to craft their contribution to
the novel.
"It's going to be

"I think that in the process of
the craziness and the madness,
people who are interested in novels
will learn a little more about how
they are put together. Even though
novelists don't put on a show when
they write everyday, we are going to
be bringing out a lot ofelements of
what an author thinks about. Page
to page, chapter to chapter, how do
you put together, what do you do
about point of view. We want to
spread our passion, we don't want
independent stores to go away, we
don't want to see people stop reading fiction, we want to infect the
next generation" Coburn said.
This adventure takes place at
Hugo House, 1634 11thAvenue,
from Monday Oct. 11 to Saturday
Oct. 16.
The first writer to take the stage
was

Shortridge.

"I start writing on Monday at
10:00 a.m. and every two hours a
new author will take the stage. First
of all we want to bring attention
to all of the great Northwest authors that we have around this area
and the second reason is to raise

money for literacy. The funds that
raise tonight and all week long
go to Writers in the Schools and
826 Seattle" Shortridge said.
There will be classrooms coming in on field trips, live streaming
on the web and authors visits. The
Novel: Live! seeks to celebrate literature and readers, and affirm the
northwest writers commitment to
we

literacy.
"We are the best reading
community in the planet," said

Shortridge.
The Novel: Live! will be closed
on Saturday by prolific author
Susan Wiggs.
Hugo House will host a happy
hour every day from 5 to 7 p.m.
while the authors are writing fea-

turing celebrity emcees, drink
specials, free happy hour food and
raffle prizes.
More information about the
authors participating in the project
and their schedules can be found at

thenovellive.org.
Rodrigo may be reached at
jreyes@su-spectator.com

a very interest-

ing experiment" said Erik Larson,
author of"The Devil in the White
City: Murder, Magic and Madness
at the Fair That Changed America".
"If you want to write, no time has
been better than this if you take the
reins and do it. If you come to this
you are going to see how the sausage is made. You are going to see
how a novel is written".
"It's crazy, it's madness," said
Randy Sue Coburn. Randy is a former newspaperreporter, memberof
the Seattle7Writers.org and author
of "A Better View of Paradise".

Sonya Ekstrom

|

The Spectator

Nancy Pearl, librarian, regular book commentator on NPR, and bestselling author of "Book Lust", spoke at The Novel: Livel's kick-off party
at Elliott Bay Books on Sunday.

Fall Ball to be held at EMP
Kelli-Anne Ho
Volunteer Writer
On Nov. 13, the Experience
Music Project (EMP) will play host
to SEAC's annual Fall Ball, giving
students full range of the museum's
exhibits for the night.
"We chose the Experience Music
Project for our Fall Ball venue this
year because of the incredible
space," said Coffeehouse Chair
Katie Nguyen.
One of the more significant
spaces for the night will be the Sky
Church, where dancing will commence. The Sky Church is a hall
in the museum that houses the
world's largest indoor video screen,

accompanied by a 48,000 watt JBL
surround-sound system, according
to

the Experience Music Project's

website.
"It's on the second floor of the
EMP and it's the gateway to all
the other exhibits, you have to go
through that to get to everything
else," said Fall Ball chair Le'Fondria

Scroggins. "The Sky Church is just
a fancy name for it because it's so
big and looking up at it, it almost
looks like the sky just the way they
have the lighting."
Students will not only be limited to dancing, but can also explore
other places in the museum, like the
Battlestar Galactica exhibit. There,
visitors can interact with full-size
prop spaceships and costumes from
the series.
"When choosing the venue, we
wanted to find a site that would offer
more options to students other than
the dance floor," Nguyen said.
Other exhibits include the Sound
Lab where guests are able to act as
DJs, play guitar, keyboard, sing
or drum with friends in one of the
soundproof rooms.
"I think beyond the dance, the
exhibits are always fun because
of the fact that you get to record
your own music and the fact that
all these other things are open for
you to see

and look

Scroggins said.

at

and touch,"

SEAC will also bring back its
popular photo booth, a continuation from last year.
"The photo booth will be there
this year which was a very big hit
at the aquarium last year. Students
will be able to print off their photos, everything's free [and] they'll be
able to project them up onto the big
screen," Scroggins said.
Seattle U students are allowed
to bring one outside guest to Fall
Ball.
"Fall Ball is a very popular event
because, in short, it's the only school
dance that anyone can go to," said
Late Night co-chair Charles Stoll.
"People get a chance to dress up,
look and feel classy, and dance with
their friends which is always fun."
Ticket sales will start Nov. 1 and
will sell for $10 per person. Students
can purchase tickets from CAC or
from SEAC members at a table in
C-Sreet.

Kelly may be reached at
hok@seattleu.edu
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Freaky Frye
The always free Frye Art Museum is
currently featuring exhibits with archery

and demon children. You should go.

Violenc

Implied

Candace Shankel j The Spectator

Seattle's most bizarre art ensemble has found a home for their madness,
a place where they can cover their bodies with saran wrap in peace.
Thad Higa
Staff Writer
The night envelops the grey Seattle sky,
and a minor melody hums between the
buildings. It comes almost as a soundtrack
for the death of an already dismal day. It
is soft, tragic, haunting it slips out from
the corner of Frye Art Museum's reflection pool where a man is pulling at his accordion. In and out, he plays with a vague,
distant expression, leaning heavily against
tl>e wall.
He's not alone. A man sits on a chair placed
the
middle of the pool, nonchalantly playin
with
a leech on his wrist. A masked man
ing

stands opposite of the accordion player to fire
every hour, on the hour. And finally,
the strangest person in this already unnerving scene, a man with a saran-wrapped face
stands behind the leech-man, bouncing up
and down or shivering.
The performance continued for three
consecutive hours, and that was just Friday's
preview show.
This is Implied Violence, a performing
arts group founded in 2004 by artists Ryan
Mitchell and Mandie O'Connell, right here
in Seattle. Over the course of six years, IV
has created more than twenty-six multimedia
works in increasingly prestigious venues like
New York, Houston and Austria at the 2010
arrows

Donau festival.
But details of their history are less important, said Mitchell when asked to give
his description of the group.
"It's hard to describe to a paper,"
Mitchell said. "We're just an intensely
committed collective of people who are
dedicated to making the best quality
of work."

sometimes waltzing in elaborate cosEvery hour on the hour, an archer
shot twenty arrows into a chair made of
paraffin wax before it was carried away
by four men in suits and black masks.
Mitchell acted as puppeteer for the entire
performance, alternating between turned
a hand crank that controlled a giant, marionette-like sculpture of a skeletal horse
being ridden by a golden skeleton with
red flowers blooming out of its ribs and
Implied Violence's mission: feathers flapping randomly at its back,
and speaking commands to the perform"We do whatever we
ers into a golden microphone. Several
of the performers were bound in saran
want, whenever we want,
wrap, one around his face like mask with
a single hole for his mouth and another
and you should too."
bound by the plastic like some cheap
and terrible corset. At the end of the
Ryan Mitchell pool stood an archway that looked like it
of
Co-Founder Implied Violence could have been used as a prop in an outdoor wedding—if it hadn't been covered
in tar. Toward the end of the afternoon
Mitchell's struggle to pin down IV is long performance, two performers—a
reflected on their website in a more roundwaif-like blonde woman wearing all white
about way, saying, "We make theatre that and the man who was leeching himself
at the Friday performance—turned the
may or may not be theatre. We generthat
are
rooted
an
internal
man in the plastic-wrap corset into a livin
ate pieces
and
that
audiences
logic
rigid structure
ing sculpture in an unusual twist on tar
or
don't
and
feathering. He was adorned with a
may
may not understand. We
understood,
be
to
understand
hat
that
looked very much like a dead
care to
is
bird,
lie."
his
to
torso covered in what the specThe description is borJi non-committal tators on the packed sidewalk could only
and perfectly accurate. "To understand hope was fake blood, before gold leafing
is to lie"—it's an idea that can be traced
was applied to his face using honey as an
back to the American modernist poet, adhesive.
Gertrude Stein.
There was absolutely no linear plot to
"It's a pretty traditional take on follow. The experience was akin to witGertrude Stein's theory," said Mitchell on nessing someone else's nightmare.
the meaning behind the website's words.
Perhaps IV's mission was coming
"To understand would be to negate how across loud and clear.
"It makes no sense," said one man peimportant a work is to everyone else."
It seems IV's work aims to make the rusing through the gallery of the group's
audience feel somediing emotionally rathpast performances and props. Also includer than hand out messages or morals.
ed in the gallery are ether machines which
s
exhibit
at
the
Museum
IV
Frye
gains have, after use in performance, become art
its title, "Yes and More and Yes and Yes pieces instilled with history, rather than
and Why," from Stein's essay, "Business simple props. The arrow-pierced wax
chair is also on display.
in Baltimore."
Robin Held, the Frye Deputy Director,
And what exactly is their mission?
Exhibitions and Collections as well as the Mitchell says that their main mission is
to inspire—to influence the audience if
curator of the exhibition, said of IV, "It
connotes a heady mix of human desire,
not with their actual performance, than
instead with their attitude. And their atavarice, pride, despair and striving. Its
verbal construction with a dense visual titude is that, as Mitchell says, "We do
whatever we want, whenever we want,
result, its breathless repetition-with-adifference, its change-within-difference,
and you should to."
is territory of IV."
Saturday's performance was even more Thad may be reached at
nonsensical than the Friday preview. A thiga@su-spectator.com
dozen or so performers waded through the
Frye's reflection pool in the rain parading Frances Dinger contributed to this story.
or

tume.
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Alrred Von Keller's Séance

Photo courtesy the Frye

A German painter's dark
artwork gets resurrected at

the Frye Art Museum

Emma McAleavy
Volunteer Writer
Corpses, saints, martyrs and
witches populate the artistic world
ofAlfred Von Keller, a world that
can be visited at the Frye Art museum's Seance exhibit.
Frye director and curator JoAnne Bernie Danzker has collaborated with curator Gian Casper
Bott to bring together a collection of Keller's paintings from
the Kunsthause Zurich Museum
for the first ever solo exhibit of
Keller's work, in America. The exhibit focuses on themes of trance,
altered states of conscience and the
occult.
Keller's paintings are technically
as well as thematically complex.
"What you have with Keller is
this dual identity. You have one
part of the painting that is quite
realistic and then you have this
paint that is just flowing everywhere," said Bernie Danzker.
Keller's paintings will often
have vivid, expressive figures next
to blurred, faceless wraiths. He
tried to capture the experience of
trance and catalepsy (a form of
corporeal rigidity that occurs in
trance) in his work.
"Trance energy, or that sort of
electric energy is translated into
the painting and this is the exciting thing. It is the art itself, the
painting, that is becoming thesoul
of the trance," said Bott.
Keller's realism or lack thereof,
allowed him to bring to life the moment of trance."What you'll notice
is that there's a certain instability
of technique and of subject matter

which then links more closely

to

his themes," Bernie Danzker said.
Keller's subjects are almost
all female. To the modern eye it
might seem as if he is looking at his
subjects through a lens of morbid
eroticism, even sadomasochism. A
voluptuous female figure, draped
over a crucifix, nipples erect; a
pubescent girl lying prone on an
alter; a naked corpse —it is easy
to get lost in the nudity and the
morbidity. Keller was not and is
not alone in his fascination with
the female form, but it is not just
female flesh that grips him.
"You could say that his themes
are women but his secret theme is
the soul," said Bott.

[Von Keller] was actually

participating in these
seances, they were

taking place in his studio.
Gian Casper Bott
Curator

The soul that Keller tried

to

capture seems nonetheless to

have been profoundly feminine.
Powerful, restrained, hysterical,
and erotic, the women of Keller's
world were not canvases on which
he painted the soul, but rather they
are the soul and body of this work.
The moments he painted were
moments of violent movement,
struggle, bond breaking, submission and ecstasy—moments of
trance.

"It was considered that nature
break out in this moment, without all this culture, it was nature,

the

nature

of the human body or

human being breaking out of any
restraints," Bott said.
For Keller the occult was

personal.
"He was actually participating in these seances, they were
taking place in his own studio,"
Bott said.
Kellers wife was involved in the
same spiritual and esoteric explorations as her husband. She claimed
to have premonitions, reportedly
predicting her own death as well as
the death ofher only son. Kellers
painting "Cassandra" may have
been a meditation on his wife's

Art Museum

about people who were promising
that they could introduce you to

dead relatives and what were really new forms of matter and new
states of being," Bott said.
Having waded through three
waves offeminism and several major psychological movements, the
modern viewer may have a hard
time grappling with Keller's pre20th century perspective.
"What we have tried to do
with the show is to look at Keller

through the major critics, curators
and collectors at the turn of the
century. It's a way to rediscover
him," Bernie Danzker said.
Keller's may feel a bit medieval,
with its crucifixes and pyres and
stigmatas, but Bott said, "Keller
was always regarded as an extremely modern contemporary artist and
a painter of the soul."

Emma may be reached at
mcaleavy@seattleu .edu

predictions.
"The question is did Keller
ignore her warnings?" Bernie
Danzker asked.
Witness to thedawn of the 20th
century, Keller's grappled with the
new inventions—the gramophone,
the telegraph, and the x-ray were
all invented during his lifetime—
and new ideas ofhis time. His use
of photography especially set him
apart as a technologically progressive and modern painter. Frye
communications director Rebecca
Garrity Putnam thinks this juxtaposition of the scientific and the
spiritual is relevant today.
In a press release Putman said,
"Seance highlight[s] the connection between Keller's time and the
present, noting the resurgence of
interest in the supernatural and
forms of knowledge outside conventional scientific endeavor."
Indeed, modern viewers may be
able to identify with Keller's search
for authenticity in the complex
spiritual milieu in which he finds
himself.
"People [were] exploring how
to describe this new world and trying to separate what was forgery

Photo courtesy the Frye Art Museum
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Swim team dives into season Women's golf team
keeps up high hopes
John Beaton
Staff Writer

are playing very well,"

The women's golf ream
teed off their fall season with

mixed results.

Sy

Bean | The Spectator

After completing their first meet, the Seattle U swim team looks forward to the rest of the season.
Olivia Johnson
Staff Writer
The Seattle U swim season
kicked off last weekend with the
men winning against Boston
College and Stony Brook, with a
loss to Westpoint, and the women placing third in their meet
against Washington State and the
University of Idaho. Despite the
losses, the team is optimistic for
the future of the season.

I just want to keep
the swimmers loving

swimming and
invested in the team.
Katherine Cuevas
Interim Head Coach

"We have a lot of big goals and
specific records we want to work
on for our conference record,"
said interim head coach Katherine
Cuevas. "We are consistently

looking for higher and higher levels
of achievement as part of our D-I
transition."
Cuevas has filled the position
vacated by former head coach Craig
Mallery, who stepped down due to
personal reasons at the beginning
of the year.
"Craig was a mentor and an
amazing coach, and I believe in
the philosophy he embedded in the
swimmers," Cuevas said. "What he
created is the heart of the team."
The men's team swam against
three Division One teams and beat
two of them.
"The team looked great this early in the season," said junior men's
captain Jordan Anderson.
Although the women's team
finished third overall, the 300-yard
relay team of Megan Kelley, Connie
Ray Shobaken and Briley Boggs
finished second. On the men's
side, Jordan Anderson and James
Gilmore were noted for their particularly impressive performances.
"As a team, we swam pretty
well," said junior women's co-captain Alexis Morehouse. "We were
up against two really fast teams and
we closed well against them."

Both the men's and women's
teams will compete at the University
of Hawaii this weekend.
"As a team we're going to work
on really being aggressive in our
swimming, and really work on the
collaborative nature of the team,"
Morehouse said.
Both Morehouse andAnderson
emphasized the fact that teamwork
will be critical for success not just
at the next meet at Hawaii, but for
the season overall.
"Ifwe're going to be great, we're
going to have to do it as a team,"
Anderson said.
Although Cuevas served as an
assistant with Seattle U swim before, she is excited for her new role
as head coach and the potential in
the swimmers she coaches.
"I'm blessed to be in this position, and just want to keep the
swimmers loving swimming and invested in the team," Cuevas said.
Olivia may be contacted at
ojohnson@su-spectator.com

The team placed 12th in
the Cougar Cup in their best
performance this year, 17th in
the Circling Raven Collegiate
Invitational and 14th at the "Give
'Em Five" NMSU Intercollegiate
at New Mexico State earlier this
week. The women have one remaining tournament in the 20102011 season at theLamkin Grip
Invitational in Arroyo Grande,
Calif. Nov. 1 and 2.
Don Rasmussen, head coach
of the women's and men's golf
teams for the third consecutive season, has high hopes for
the team.
"We have had some very
bright spots, and unfortunately
digressed in some spots where we

Rasmussen
said.
When asked what the women need to work on the most,
Rasmussen said unequivocally
that it was their short game.
However, the women, ac
cording to Rasmussen, have no
lost heart and have worked ver
hardwith their coach to develo
and improve on that aspect o
the game, which is arguably th
hardest part.
"We've improved greatly ove
the past two years in that respec
but the girls still aren't satisfiec
We're out here right now at
p.m. and the girls are still prac
ticing hard," Rasmussen said.
The players on the team
also share the coach's optimism
regarding reaching their full

potential.
Shannon Quinn, a two-year
player and sophomore, said the
teammates

each other

We have had some
very bright spots,

and unfortunately

Don Rasmussen

Women's Golf Head Coach
have played some of our worst
g01f, Rasmussen said.
What the team seems to be
lacking the most, according to
Rasmussen, is consistency.
"In one tournament alone,
we have'shot our all-time worst
of the year and our best of
the year."
Rasmussen did however have
high expectations regarding the
,,

try to

help

and always help
each other improve their mental
game as well.
"We've gotten way better
since the time when I started,"
said Caitlin McCleary, a junior and a three-year player for

the

digressed.

always
out

team.

Both players seemed to indicate the level of commitment
that the team as a whole was putring into their games and towards
competing.
With the women's golf season
split between two seasons, the
team says the student body has
a lot to look forward not only in
the remaining fall season, but the
upcoming spring season as well.
John may be contacted at
jbeaton@su-spectator,com

women's potential.
"We are definitely better than
last year and

some

of the players

Locker room gets special dedication by Gerou
MacKenzie Blake
Sports/Opinion Editor
As Seattle University athletics makes the
transition into Division One, the

Connolly

Center is undergoing some changes as well.
One of these changes includes the women's basketball locker room. On Thursday,
the locker room will be dedicated by an important female figure in Seattle U athletics,
Nancy Gerou.
Gerou, who recently retired after working
at Seattle U for 23 years, is being honored for
her perseverance in gender battles.
"When I participated in athletics, it was
back in the 1960s so that was pre-Title IX,"
Gerou said. "When I became the women's
athletics director at Oregon State in 1978,
that was a tumultuous time when people

were still figuring out what Title IX was.
Women's athletics was just beginning to get
funded and we were trying to fit it in with
men's athletics. [...] We worked for it."
Gerou first arrived at Seattle U in 1987
as the director of university sports, which
included running the Connolly Center, organizing intramural sports and all athletic
director responsibilities.
When she first arrived, Seattle U was still
NAIA and there was only $120,000 in athletic aid and only two full-time coaches. After
six years ofwork, there was $600,000 in athletic aid and at least four full-time coaches.
Gerou was promoted in 1993 to assistant
vice president for Student Development. She
returned to the athletic director position as
an interim director on two occasions, from
1996 to 1999 and from 2003 to 2004, after

which current athletic director Bill Hogan
assumed the position.
While she was serving as interim athletic director for the first time, former
president Fr. William Sullivan S.J., made
the decision to move from Division Two to
Division Three.
"Fr. Sundborg came in 1997 and I got
together with him and said [Division Three]
didn't make any sense," Gerou said. "That
was when we went back to Division Two."
Now that Seattle U has again moved
up to Division One, Gerou has lingering
concerns.

"I'm worried about the funding," she said.
"When the university made the decision to
go to DT, they also made a commitment at
that time to put in $1 million a year into
the program. They haven't done that. They

haven't put in $1 million and they haven't
provided D-I facilities. I'm worried about
that."
Now that she is retired, Gerou has the
option to put all of Seattle U adiletics behind
her. However, she hopes to stay involved with
the campus community, specifically the athletic department.
She also said she will miss the excitement
of being around the students and the "vitality
of being around student life."
"I'm staying in the area and I hope to stay
connected to Seattle U," she said. "I was there
for 23 years because I love the school and I
love the people."
MacKenzie may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
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ASSOCIATION OF PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

Fall Admissions Forum
Meet admissions officers | American university
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Jordan Salisbury plays defense for Seattle Us women's soccer team,
currently in a five game winning streak.
Thad Higa
Staff Writer
"Take me out tonight where
there's music and there's people
and they're young and alive."
So sang Morrissey ofthe Smiths,
the main musical driving force behind Seattle University's women's
soccer player and Athlete of the
Week, Jordan Salisbury. But while
music by the Smiths does not tend
to be the most positive or uplifting
music around, Salisbury is.
"I love [playing for Seattle U],"
she said. "I love the girls and our
fans are great. I'm in the place I
love—Seattle. There's no better

place

www.apsia.org

to

play."
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I love the girls and our

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON

fans are great. I'm

in the place I love.
Katherine Cuevas
Interim Head Coach
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Salisbury plays defense and has
been key in helping the women's
soccer team gain its current 5-0
winning streak, including the
team's 1-0 shutout victory against
UC Riverside. Salisbury joined
the team as a freshman at Seattle
University, where she started in all
20 games.
Salisbury is a junior from
Federal Way, Wash, and is majoring in humanities for teaching.
"I love kids," she said. "I want
to do something with kids, I'm not
sure if I might want to teach."

She gained her passion for
children from her mother, who
is a teacher herself. As far as the
future of schooling is concerned,
Salisbury has no major worries.
"I'm going to get my masters in
teaching, and I'll see where it goes
from there."
Besides soccer, Salisbury finds
time to be an avid reader, picking up books like "Life of Pi"
by Yann Martel and Stephen
Chbosky's novel "Perks of Being
a Wallflower."
"I downloaded all the mix
tapes from [Perks of Being a
Wallflower]," Salisbury said.
She adds that she is currently
reading "The Glass Castle," a
memoir by Jeannette Walls.
As far as other hobbies,
Salisbury admits to loving "anything active." She balances out
physical and intellectual hobbies
to create a

well-balanced extra-cur-

ricular life. She even mentions that
she likes to play basketball during
the soccer off-season.
As far as the rest of the soccer
season goes, Salisbury has high
hopes and a positive outlook.
"We have a lot of competence
now, and a lot of wins under our
belt," she said. "I can only see us
getting better from here."
Thad may be contacted at
thiga@su-spectator.com
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Smoking is not a right. It is a social habit. Nonetheless, it is
unethical to tell a person where and when they may smoke.
The current rules regarding smoking restrictions are more
than understandable. Smoking indoors should only be reserved for seedy off campus dives.
The 50 foot restriction on how close one may smoke to
campus facilities is also understandable in order to cut down
on secondhand exposure. Smoking is an accepted freedom,
but not when you impose it on others by violating their personal space a la a smoking ban. The enforcement of these
rules, though, is notoriously lax. Smokers are often seen taking shelter under the law school or hanging around at the
entrance to Campion hall.
How can an institution impose harsher rules on smoking
when it cannot enforce the rules it already has? Besides that,
the most probable and practical route a smoking ban would
take is the removal of ash trays all around campus.
Smokers don't look for ash trays before they light, let alone
for proper disposal of their cigarette butts. They'll toss them
anywhere that's convenient. A campus smoking ban would
only lead to more frustration as littering increased.
In addition, a ban would have no effect on non-Seattle
U affiliates who walk through campus as if it were a normal
part of the city. Public Safety could do little to enforce casual
passerby with Marlboros in their mouths.
The university should abandon the idea of the ban and
instead focus on enforcing current smoking regulations.

With Halloween coming up soon, let's be honest, there
will probably be some parties. Some really crazy out-of-hand
parties. If you're going to go to one of these parties, which
of course you aren't because you'll be studying all night like
a good student (wink wink nudge nudge), keep one thing
in mind.
Be smart, please.
This past week at Central Washington University, 12 people were found unconscious after drinking from a bottle of
vodka that was spiked with roofies. The police were called
and all 12 ended up being hospitalized after vomiting and
blacking out. The news blew up into a national story, highlighting what kinds of terrible things can happen if you
let up at a party. The proximity of the incident to Seattle
University reminds us of a couple of things.
First of all, if you're going to make the decision drink—
keep an eye on what you are drinking. Leaving your cup
somewhere on a counter then coming back later is not a
great idea.
Secondly, if the party you are at is full of shady people
that you don't know and have never seen, you may want
to leave. If it walks like a shady person, talks like a shady
person, and clutches a bag full of roofies like a shady person,
it's probably a shady person.
Lastly, just please, be careful. Let's not pull a "Central
Washington" anytime soon.
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Whistle-blowers deserve protection
The Spectator recently partnered with Seattle University's award winning debate team. A member of the team will provide a column each
week commenting on current events.
Ben Watts
Debate Team
Daniel Ellsberg is an American
Hero.
His newly released biographical
documentary, The Most Dangerous
Man in America, reveals the moral
and personal narrative of the man
who risked life imprisonment to
reveal the Pentagon Papers to the

public.
He was instrumental in stopping
the Vietnam War, and was the catalyst for Nixon's early departure from
office. Because of die strong internal
sense of goodness of a single man, an
untold amount of human suffering
ceased.
The film is significant because it
shows the complex moral narrative
of a individual who realizes he must
serve the truth over the orders ofhis
superiors.
Such decisions are vital to the
growth and integrity of our country
Whisde-blowers like Daniel Ellsberg
keep our Government institutions
in check. The inertia with which an
-

institution supports an agenda can
be overpowering— problems occur
when the advancement of a specific
agenda becomes more important
than the advancement of good policy. Big, Vietnam-sized problems.
Let us ask ourselves: in the future,
is it in American interests for men
like Ellsberg to be able to exercise
their conscience?

How can America
expect to thrive when
it imprisons those who
would make it better?
Situations don't have to be as
extreme as the Vietnam War to be
relevant. Thomas Drake, a NSA employee, tried to convince his agency
that they were wasting money
through inefficient data analysis
programs. Frustrated, after his concerns were ignored by his superiors,

he took his analysis to the press. He
now faces ten felony charges because
of that decision.
Drake was actually trying to
improve his agency. His intent
was not to damage, but to remove
deficiencies.
How can America expect to
thrive when it imprisons those who
would better it?
Moreover, whistle-blowers protect the moral integrity of the nation
we need people who refuse
to look away from the sins of our
nation. Our secret atrocities will
continue unaddressed and unhealed
until specific, government employed
Americans decide that they cannot
silence their own moral qualms.
Predictably, the US Government
doesn't like its messes being displayed for the world— the Army
intelligence analyst who allegedly
leaked the video of an American he—

licopter shooting Afghani civilians to
Wikileaks has been arrested.
This is shameful. Punishing a
man for obeying an active conscience is unjust.

The Obama administration has
been the single most aggressive in
punishing whistle-blowers. There
are almost a dozen cases similar
to Drake's and Obama has used
Presidential signing statements to
interpret laws in ways that have had
a chilling effect on whistle-blowing.
The law they reference to indict, the
Espionage Act, was written in 1917
to deal with spies. Using that law as
justification reveals the government's
tunnel vision: they are so intent on
closing security holes that they neglect to acknowledge the benefit
to society of revealing government
waste and deception.
Frankly, it is difficult to see how
Mr. Drake's action reduced the nation's security, and attacking him in
such a way gives a perverse message
to government

employees.

We need a more efficient government, and Obama is setting a terrible
precedent for its future operation.
The editor may be contacted at
opinion@su-spectator.com
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Letter to the Editor
A Spectator reader sounds off on the shortcomings of the new library including issues of
limited study space and business hours that are not conducive to normal study habits
Adrian Munger
Sophomore
Dear Editor,
I think that it is ridiculous and idiotic that
I cannot study in the new library. The newly
renovated and expanded Lemieux Library and
McGoldrick Learning Commons simply do not
provide adequate study space.
There are two primary shortcomings: the
shortage of study rooms and the constricting
hours.

I

am tired of spending half

an hour every night combing
through each floor trying to

find an open study room.
The second problem I have with the library
study space is the limited hours. During its construction, the library claimed it would provide
24 hour study space.
Upon its opening, I discovered the 24 hour
study space was limited to two rooms.
These two rooms are not nearly adequate to
hold all the students who study past 11.
Did the geniuses who planned the library

assume we'd all be done with our papers by 11
every goddamn night? Well guess what, jackasses: College students study late.
It's even worse on Sundays, when the library
closes at 9 o'clock. I always study late on Sunday,
usually later than I do on weekdays. If anything,
the library should be open later on Sunday.
Also, why the hell does the Byte close at 8?
We're college students in Seattle. Of course
we want to drink coffee while we study. It should
at least be open as late as the Bistro.
As someone who only studies in the evening,
I am forced to go on a nightly hunt for a study
room. The SU library has 15 study rooms that
have enough room for people to study together
with some degree ofprivacy.
If all the study rooms, both group and single,
were rilled to capacity, they would hold 160 people. 160? That is an absurdly small number.
I am tired of spending half an hour every
night combing through each floor trying to find
an open study room.
Most nights I do not find one and am forced
to study in residence halls lobbies or the more
exposed areas ofthe library, which are noisy and

distracting.
This problem is compounded by Seattle U's
large freshman class. The increase of underclassmen means almost no lounges in the residence
halls, forcing students to leave their dorms to
find a place to study.
I love the new library, and I love the study

Statutory crepe

They are comfortable and are great for
studying with a group. The problem is the ac-

rooms.

cess to them.
Here's what I propose: Keep most ofthe second floor open until one o'clock every night.
Have a DPS officer stay at the Help Desk to
make sure we don't steal books and keep the
Byte open until 11. They would certainly do
enough business to justify staying open.
The library should provide us with the resources and opportunities we need to excel academically, but unfortunately, our new library
just doesn't cut it.
Love,
J. Adrian Munger

The editor may be contacted at opinion®

su-spectator.com

In the Oct. 6 issue ofThe Spectator,
the article "Turning pain into art,"
the byline stated entertainment
editor Kelton Sears wrote the story.
Volunteer writer Emma McAleavy
wrote the piece. We regret the

error.
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lastlooks

Malicious Mischief
Oct. 10 2:40a.m.
Several pieces of furniture were
found turned upside down in
theCampion Lobby. There was
no apparent damage.
Suspicious Circling

Oct.lo 2:00 a.m.
An unknown vehicle was circling the block of 13thAve. and
Columbia, with the male driver
calling to several female pedestrians asking if they wanted to
go for a ride.
Malicious Mischief
Oct. 10 3:20 am.
Public Safety discovered several
trash cans had been knocked
to the ground at the 700 block
of 11th Ave. One of them was
found broken into pieces.
Safety Assist
Oct. 10 4:50 a.m.
Public Safety discovered a water leak in the faculty lounge
in Pigott. Facilities was contacted.
Elevator/Safety Assist
Oct. 101:10 p.m.

*

in the library was
found broken down again. Elevator service was called to restore operation to the elevator.

Implied
Violence:

"Yes and More and Yes and Yes and Why"
Implied Violence runs from September 18, 2010 to Jan. 2, 2011
the Frye Art Museum. Photos by Candace Shankel

The elevator

at

Safety Assist
Oct.lo 7:20 p.m.

Performers from the Seattle based performance art group
"Implied Violence" stood in the reflecting pool outside the Frye
Art Museum on Saturday for six hours straight. Performers,
engaged in dance, put leeches on themselves, held knives to each
others throats, and wrapped their bodies in saran wrap among
other things. To punctuate each hour, an archer shot an arrow
into a parrafin wax chair. Props from the performance are on
display at the Frye as a part of a larger exhibit displaying the

An employee in the Lemieux
Library reported water leaking
from the ceiling onto the carpet.

Facilities was contacted.

groups past works.

Malicious Mischief
Oct. 11 6:00 a.m.
Public Safety discovered sever-

al graffiti tags around campus.
Facilities was contacted.
Elevator/Safety Assist
Oct. 11 11:00 a.m.
One day after the third time the
elevator broke down, the new
library elevator was reported
broken again. Public Safety
contacted elevator service to
restore elevator operation.

For a continued listing of public
safety incidents turn to page 8.

Swim team dives into a new season

The Novel comes to life at Hugo House

